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at last year's Osaka HEP International Conference (3); i.e., the small mixing
angle (SMA), the large mixing angle (LMA), and the (LOW) MSW (4)
solutions, together with the quasi-vacuum (QVO) solution. In the (3 active,











































































A new analysis by the Super-Kamiokande collaboration based on 1258 days
of data (5) now indicates that the LMA region is strongly preferred over

















With just three active neutrinos and maximal atmospheric mixing, to a good










































































































fact, a primary physics goal of a neutrino factory is to determine U
e3
and its
departure from zero. While solar neutrino mixing is close to maximal, strictly
maximal mixing is presently excluded at the 95% c.l. If this persists, it may
result in a severe test for models to predict the deviation frommaximalmixing.
1.2 Types of neutrino models
























is the left-handed Majorana mass matrix, N and N
T
the Dirac
mass matrix and its transpose, and M
R
is the right-handed Majorana mass
matrix. Models which appear in the literature
4
can generally be placed into
three classes as follows:
 Models with only left-handed neutrinos present
Models of this type are variations of the Zee model (7), where ultralight
neutrinos arise from non-renormalizable contributions involving some unde-
termined high mass scale. Lepton number is violated by two units, or an L =








is often taken to be conserved.
 Models with both left- and right-handed neutrinos present
With M
L
= 0, the seesaw mechanism yields ultralight neutrino masses










 Models with neutrinos in higher dimensions
Right-handed neutrinos which are singlets under all gauge symmetries can
enter the bulk with many Kalusa-Klein states present. With large extra
dimensions and the compactication scale much lower than the string scale,
a modied seesaw mechanism can generate ultralight neutrino masses (8).
2 Features of various GUT models
Restricting our attention to the second class of models, we note the intra-
family symmetry specied by a GUT model provides a unied treatment of
quarks and leptons as (some) quarks and leptons are placed in the same multi-
plets. For example, the representation content of three familiar GUTs is listed
below:
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Sterile neutrinos can appear non-trivially in E
6
or as isolated singlets in SU(5)
or SO(10).
On the other hand, a specied horizontal avor symmetry enables one to con-
nect comparable avors in dierent families which allows a mass hierarchy









etc., and results in multiplicative quantum numbers. A con-
tinuous avor symmetry, such as U(1); U(2); SU(3) etc., results in additive
quantum numbers and may be global or local (and possibly anomalous).
With a GUT family symmetry, some or all of the avor bases are related for
the up and down quark, charged lepton and neutrino Dirac mass matrices,
hereafter denoted by U; D; L; and N . As such, the Yukawa interactions in
GUT models are typically not diagonal in avor space. Contrast this with
models with no grand unication, where the quark and lepton sectors can be
treated independently and some matrices can be arbitrarily assumed diagonal.
In unbroken SU(5), L = D
T
, but N and D are unrelated, while the right-
handed Majorana mass matrix, M
R
may or may not exist. This tends to
provide a lot of freedom for the model builder as dierent avor charges can
be assigned to each 10; 5 and 1 in the same family.
In unbroken SO(10), U = D = L = N as all left-handed quarks and leptons
belonging to the same family have the same avor charge, whileM
R
exists and
is independent of the others due to its dierent Higgs VEV structure. With
SU(5) and SO(10) broken at the GUT scale, and the Higgs elds as well as the
fermion elds carrying horizontal avor quantum numbers, a rather complex
set of mass matrix textures can emerge.
In E
6
eleven extra states are present in each fundamental 27 which must be
made heavy, aside possibly from 1 or 2 light sterile neutrinos per family.
4
3 Symmetry breaking in SO(10)
Now restricting our attention to SO(10), we note that to break SO(10) to the
SM, the rank must be reduced from 5 to 4 typically along one of the chains:
SO(10) ! SU(5) U(1)! SU(5)! SM;













i which can point in the I
3R
; Y or B   L direction, but these do
not reduce the rank;
h1(16
H







)i which breaks SO(10)! SM.
As for the electroweak Higgs doublets, they can appear in the 5 and 5 repre-





scale, provided they remain light while the Higgs color triplets get massive at

GUT
. This is known as the doublet-triplet splitting problem. In the standard
procedure, the 5 and 5 are placed in the same 10
H
of SO(10) enabling Yukawa
coupling unication with tan  ' 55. However, another possibility is to place
the 5 in the 10
H











55. In any case, only
two Higgs doublets can survive down to the electroweak scale for proper gauge





GUTmodels then dier by their choice of unication group, symmetry-breaking
schemes and assigned avor symmetries. Among SO(10) GUT models, the fol-
lowing avor symmetries appear in the literature:















Blazek; Raby; Toby (12)
SU(3) Berezhiani; Rossi (13)






N , to obtain the light ef-
fective LH Majorana mass matrix, butM
R
may be generated with a h1(126
H
)i














mixing either by a special feature of N , a special feature of
5
L, or the combined eect of N andM
R
in the seesaw mechanism.Most models
easily accommodate the SMA solar solution, while some can accommodate the
QVO or LOW solution as well. However, most have great diÆculty with, or
nd it impossible to explain, the LMA solution, since ne tuning is required.
This is especially true of models which require special features of N and/or
M
R
to get maximal atmospheric mixing.





We now illustrate a model, developed in collaboration with S.M. Barr (15),
which is particularly useful in that it is quantitatively predictive, can explain
the LMA solution, and can be used to assess the need for a neutrino factory.
It is based on a minimum set of Higgs elds which solves the doublet-triplet
splitting problem with just one 45
H
whose VEV points in the B L direction





solution (16). Several Higgs in the 10
H
representations together with Higgs


















)i cos  + h5(16
0
H
)i sin , while the combination
orthogonal to v
d
gets massive at the GUT scale. The Higgs superpotential in




















, and 1's, where all but the 16
i
; i =
1; 2; 3 get superheavy and are integrated out.





































































' 113 GeV; M
D
' 1 GeV;
 = 1:78;  = 0:145;





;  = 8 10
 6
(9)
are input parameters dened at the GUT scale to t the low scale observables



















with Yukawa coupling unication
holding for tan   5. The matrix element contributions can be neatly un-
derstood in terms of Froggatt-Nielsen diagrams (18). In particular, \1
0
s" are






vertices; the \" terms are obtained from














eective operator which contributes only to D and L
in the lop-sided fashion indicated. The other entries arise from more complex
diagrams (15).
All nine quark and charged lepton masses plus the three CKM angles and
CP phase are well-tted with the eight input parameters. The vertex of the
CKM unitary triangle occurs at the center of the presently allowed region with







with small left-handed rotations, while L
y
L is diagonalized by a large left-



















is large for any reasonable M
R
.
Since the solar and atmospheric mixings are essentially decoupled in the model,
































GeV; for small mixing in the
1-2 sector of the matrices arises since N and L are nearly diagonal there.
























GeV, which leads to a pair of pseudo-Dirac
neutrinos.
 The LMA Solar Neutrino Solution, unlike the others, requires ne-
tuning for M
R






















in terms of parameters  and  introduced in the Dirac sector. Note that
the 2-3 subsector has zero determinant and is closely related to that of N ,
as can also be understood in terms of Froggatt-Nielsen diagrams.
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GeV, by the seesaw mechanism































































which compares favorably with the present S-K best-t point in the LMA



























are plotted. From this Figure, the ad-
vantage of a neutrino factory over a superbeam facility is apparent for this
model. Other plots of similar interest have been obtained by the author in


































Fig. 1. Input parameter space with b = c vs. a in the right-handed Majorana mass









dicated with the reaches of a neutrino superbeam and that for a neutrino factory




= 0 corresponding to maximal
atmospheric neutrino mixing is inaccessible to a neutrino factory.
8
5 Summary
We have seen that SO(10) SUSY GUT models can explain the observed at-
mospheric and solar neutrino oscillation data within the (3 active, 0 sterile)
neutrino framework. Unfortunately, there is no strong preference for any par-
ticular solar neutrino solution, though the SMA, QVO and LOW solutions are
easiest to obtain, with the LMA solution requiring ne-tuning. In the model
described, that ne-tuning can be understood in terms of Froggatt-Nielsen
diagrams. Finally we noted that a neutrino factory is essentially required, in
order to determine U
e3
for the present fully-allowed LMA region.
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